Abstract-How to reduce the costly cross-rack data transferring is challenging in improving the performance of MapReduce platforms. Previous schemes mainly exploit the data locality in the Map phase to reduce the cross-rack communications. However, the Map locality based schemes may lead to highly skewed distribution of Map tasks across racks in the platform, resulting in serious load imbalance among different cross-rack links during Shuffling. Recent research results show that the slow Shuffling is the root cause of the MapReduce performance degradation. Very limited work has been done for speeding up the Shuffle phase. A notable scheme leverages the principle of the power of choice to balance the network loads on different cross-rack links during Shuffling for a specific type of sampling applications, where processing a random subset of the large-scale data collection is sufficient to derive the final result. The scheme launches a few additional tasks to offer more choices for task selection during Shuffling. However, such a scheme is designed for sampling applications and not applicable to general applications, where all the input data instead of a random subset is processed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the emergency of big data applications [6, 17, 26] , MapReduce [12] has become a popular framework for largescale data processing in industry [22, 23, 27, 30] . MapReduce leverages a distributed parallel processing model which contains three phases: Map, Shuffle, and Reduce. In the Map *The Corresponding Author is Hanhua Chen (chen@hust.edu.cn).
phase, Map tasks read the input data, process the raw data and then store the generated intermediate data on local disks. During the Shuffle phase, the generated intermediate data is transferred to Reduce tasks through the system network. In the Reduce phase, Reduce tasks process the intermediate data received during the Shuffle phase and produce the final results. Recent research results show that the data transferring commonly becomes the performance bottleneck during the job execution on MapReduce platforms. For example, Chowdhury et al. [11] show that the data transferring consumes more than 50% of the job execution time for MapReduce applications. They illustrate that the costly cross-rack data transferring is the root cause of MapReduce performance degradation due to the fact that the speed of cross-rack data transferring is often 5-20 times slower than that of the intra-rack data transferring [9-11, 15, 24] . Therefore, how to efficiently reduce the crossrack data transferring becomes the key issue to improve the performance of MapReduce platforms.
To reduce the cost of cross-rack data transferring, a straightforward scheme is to exploit the data locality for Map tasks [12] . Such a scheme simply assigns Map tasks as local as possible to machines hosting their input data to avoid the potential cross-rack data transferring during the Map phase. Specially, during the task scheduling, the system assigns a Map task to the machine with its required input data if the machine has available computation slots; otherwise the system assigns the Map task to a random machine having available computation slots. It is clear that such a scheme may achieve poor data locality for Map tasks because of the diversity of real system workloads. To achieve better data locality for Map tasks, Zaharia et al. [29] propose the delay scheduling scheme, which allows a Map task to refuse a scheduling opportunity if the selected machine has no relevant input data. Instead, the Map task waits a short time for another scheduling opportunity when the selected machine has both relevant input data and available slots. The waiting time of Map tasks may greatly increase the scheduling time of applications, especially under heavy system workloads [3] . Moreover, such a scheme may lead to skewed distribution of Map tasks across racks [25, 27] in the platform. Since the processing time consumed by the Shuffle phase is determined by the slowest link, such a scheme greatly degrades the MapReduce performance. In Fig. 1 , we examine the processing time of several popular applications and the real traces collected from Facebook cluster and plot the breakdown of the processing time of the three MapReduce phases. Our results reveal that the Shuffle phase takes up more than 40% of the job execution time for all the workloads. The results are in good agreements with those by Ahmad et al. [3, 8] , which show that 20% to 60% jobs of commercial applications deployed on top of MapReduce platforms are identified as Shuffle-heavy jobs.
However, very limited work has been done to address the bottleneck of the Shuffle phase. The notable exceptions include the ShuffleWatcher designed by Ahmad et al. [3] and the KMN scheme proposed by Venkataraman et al. [25] . ShuffleWatcher [3] monitors the network loads in a cluster to achieve better task scheduling. When the network becomes saturated, ShuffleWatcher only schedules Map tasks to process the input data and instantaneously pauses the Shuffle phase. When the network capacity becomes available, the system resumes Shuffling and schedules Reduce tasks to consume the intermediate data. ShuffleWatcher balances the network loads in a cluster at different times yet ignores the load imbalance among different cross-rack links, which is the root cause of the inefficient Shuffling. The KMN scheme [25] balances the network loads of different links for the specific kind of sampling applications. In sampling applications, processing a random subset of the large-scale data collection is sufficient to derive the final result. Specially, the KMN scheme schedules a small number of additional Map tasks as well as the original Map tasks for the required sampling set of the entire collection. Thus, the KMN scheme offers more choices for tasks to be selected during Shuffling. With additional Map tasks, the KMN scheme [25] can dynamically choose the intermediate data of a fraction of Map tasks to obtain the lowest skewness of cross-rack communications during Shuffling. However, the KMN scheme is designed for sampling applications while it is not applicable to general applications.
To address the above problem, in this paper we propose the Shadow design, striking an ingenious trade-off between Map locality and Shuffling load balance. Shadow contains a task duplication phase and a task selection phase. In the task duplication phase, Shadow repeatedly identifies the rack with the heaviest Map task workloads and dynamically launches a duplicated Map task on the most lightly loaded rack. Such a procedure continues until it achieves balanced loads of intermediate data, i.e., balanced number of Map tasks, across different racks. With only a small number of duplicated tasks, we can make the loads much balanced across racks during Shuffling the intermediate data. In the task selection phase, Shadow selects either the original Map task or its replica by pre-estimating their effects on the job execution time. As only a few duplicated tasks need to be launched, very slight cost for task selection is sufficient in our Shadow design.
We implement Shadow on top of Hadoop [1] and conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our design using large-scale traces collected from real world systems. Results show that our scheme greatly reduces the cross-rack skewness by 30.7% and the job execution time by 27 .9% compared to existing schemes.
In summary, this work has the following contributions:
• We propose a novel MapReduce task scheduling scheme to effectively avoid the bottleneck during Shuffling by balancing the cross-rack communications.
• We design a job execution time estimation model for duplicated Map tasks selection.
• We exploit the power of choice for Shuffle-constrained MapReduce applications and implement our design on top of Hadoop. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background and the related work. Section III presents the Shadow design. We present our evaluation methodology in Section IV and evaluate our design in Section V. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the background of the MapReduce model. We show that the cross-rack data transferring is the performance bottleneck of the job execution time of MapReduce applications. Thereafter, we review the related work.
A. Bottleneck of Cross-rack Data Shuffle
MapReduce [12] is a distributed parallel processing model inspired by the functional language. The input data of a MapReduce application is commonly divided into a large number of splits and stored in the distributed file systems such as HDFS [2] or GFS [14] (e.g., each split is 64MB in size by default in HDFS). Map tasks read input data splits from the distributed file system and process the splits in parallel. If a Map task and its input data split reside in different racks, fetching the input data split will lead to costly cross-rack communications. After processing the input data splits, Map tasks will generate a large amount of intermediate data for future processing in the Reduce phase. Recent researches [25, 27] reveal that the number of Map tasks in different racks is often skewed. Accordingly, the amount of intermediate data across racks is skewed. Since the Shuffle phase follows an allMap-to-all-Reduce communication style, the racks with more Map tasks need to transfer more intermediate data, leading to imbalanced network loads on different cross-rack links. Figure 2 shows an example of skewed cross-rack data transferring. The thicker arrow indicates that a larger amount of data is transferred through the link of the rack with heavier loads of Map tasks. Obviously, the uplink of Rack 3 may become a bottleneck and severely sacrifice the Shuffle performance. Indeed, Chowdhury et al. [11] find that data transferring consumes more than 50% of the job execution time for real applications on MapReduce platform. Since the speed of cross-rack data transferring is often 5-20 times slower than that of intra-rack data transferring [9-11, 15, 24] , the cross-rack data transferring time of Map and Shuffle may dominate the execution time of MapReduce jobs.
B. Related Work
The costly cross-rack data communications lead to prohibitively long execution time of MapReduce jobs [9, 10, 13, 18, 25, 29] . Recently, how to efficiently reduce the crossrack data transferring has attracted much research efforts. Existing schemes can be divided into two types: Map-based schemes [20, 28, 29] and Shuffle-based schemes [3, 16, 18, 19, 25, 27] .
The Map-based schemes aim to reduce the cross-rack data transferring of Map phase by scheduling Map tasks to machines or racks containing the needed input data splits. With the Map-based scheme, a Map task can achieve local semantic, i.e., it performs the computation locally with no needs to fetch the input data across racks [12] . By default, Hadoop [1] schedules a Map task to a random rack with idle computation slots if the rack hosting its input data split is overloaded. Such a simple scheme may have poor locality for many Map tasks in the presence of heavy system workloads. To achieve better data locality for Map tasks, Zaharia et al. propose the Delay Scheduling scheme [29] , which allows a Map task to postpone the assignment issued by the scheduler and wait for future assignment with better data locality. The waiting time of a Map task is mainly determined by the loads of the rack with the required data split. Thus, the task scheduling time can be greatly increased when the cluster is heavily loaded. Moreover, only considering the data locality for Map tasks has limit effect since cross-rack data transferring mainly happens in the Shuffle phase [3, 4, 16, 25] .
A second kind of schemes focuses on optimizing crossrack data transferring in the Shuffle phase. As the total amount of data to transfer is fixed for a job, Hammoud et al. [16] attempt to minimize the cross-rack communications by maximizing intra-rack data transferring for Reduce tasks in the Shuffle phase. Specifically, they assign Reduce tasks to a rack in proportional to the number of Map tasks in the rack (i.e., scheduling more Reduce tasks to the rack with more Map tasks). As a large fraction of Reduce tasks are assigned to racks with most intermediate data, a large amount of data are transferred inside racks and thus the cross-rack transferring is reduced. However, such a scheme does not change the Map tasks scheduling and may incur imbalanced distribution of Map tasks. It thus may result in prohibitively long time for Shuffling due to the skewed network loads through different cross-rack links. Ahmad et al. [3] propose a scheme called ShuffleWatcher, which monitors the network loads in a cluster. When the network congestion occurs, it starts to solely schedule Map tasks for input data processing; otherwise, the system schedules new Reduce tasks which may launch intensively intermediate data transferring. It is clear that ShuffleWatcher balances the utilization of resources of computation and networking. However, the load imbalance on different cross-rack links remains unsolved, which is the primary cause of unacceptable long Shuffle time.
Venkataraman et al. propose the KMN scheme to reduce the Shuffling traffic for a specific type of sampling applications. For a sampling MapReduce job, only a subset of input data is enough to derive the final results. Based on this feature, KMN [25] schedules a few additional Map tasks to offer more choices for task selection. Venkataraman et al. select the set of Map tasks which achieve the minimum cross-rack skewness during Shuffling [25] . In the KMN scheme, the additional Map tasks are randomly distributed. This may worsen the skewed distribution of Map tasks and greatly limit the optimization space in the later task selection since the additional tasks launched on the heavily loaded rack are absolutely useless, making the previous effort in vain. More importantly, their design is only suitable for sampling applications but not applicable to general MapReduce applications.
III. SHADOW DESIGN In this section, we first introduce the overview of our Shadow design. Then, we present the Shadow scheme of task duplication and selection.
A. Overview
As aforementioned, atop the MapReduce platform, data transferring may be the performance bottleneck during job execution. Both the speed of data transferring and the imbalanced loads on different cross-rack links can affect the performance of data transferring. Since the data transferring speed is constrained by limited link capacity, how to balance the loads across different links becomes vitally important [5] . In practice, the cluster network is mainly saturated in the Shuffle phase while relatively free in the Map phase because Map tasks can easily achieve data locality. The basic idea of our design is to speed up the Shuffle phase by slightly sacrificing the data locality in the Map phase. To address the challenge of selecting a proper number of Map tasks to compromise the data locality for obtaining the best benefit of overall job execution time, our Shadow design leverages the principle of the power of choice [21] . Shadow elaborately targets a best trade-off between Map locality and Shuffling performance by duplicating Map tasks. Figure 3 shows the Shadow architecture in more detail. After submitting a job to the cluster, the task scheduler preassigns Map tasks of the job to different nodes based on their data locality. Only if the data transferring loads are out of balance, Shadow starts the following task duplication and selection phases. The task duplication phase will launch replicas for a proper number of tasks. Specifically, Shadow repeatedly duplicates a task from the most heavily loaded rack to the most lightly loaded rack until achieving a balanced network usage. It is not difficult to find that the duplicated tasks can significantly balance network loads across racks during Shuffling. Since the duplicated tasks may read their input data from remote racks, we have to delicately make a choice between the duplicated task and its original task. In the Shadow design, the task selection phase chooses the optimal task set to minimize the job execution time. Mathematically, supposing we replicate a number of N duplicated tasks, we have a number of 2 N possible choices among duplicated tasks and original tasks. To avoid the costly task selection, we propose a job execution time pre-estimating model for the task selection phase. With such a model, Shadow selects the duplicated task that can reduce the job execution time. We describe the two phases in more detail as bellow.
B. Task Duplication
In this section, we first introduce the problem of balancing loads among different cross-rack links. We are given a number of m Map tasks, n Reduce tasks and their distribution. We quantify the maximum and minimum loads on cross-rack links as load max and load min , respectively. We use Skew, i.e., the ratio of load max to load min to denote the imbalanced workloads across racks, and our objective is to minimize the Skew,
Assume that tasks are distributed on n racks D = (d 1 , d 2 , ..., d n ) .
. We use L = (l 1 , l 2 , ..., l r ) and H = (h 1 , h 2 , ..., h r ) to denote the numbers of Map and Reduce tasks on different racks, respectively. We let T = (t 1 , t 2 , ..., t m ) and O = (o 1 , o 2 , ..., o m ) 
For a cluster, the amount of loads on the most heavily loaded link can be represented as
while the amount of loads on the most lightly loaded link is
According to Eq.(1) to Eq.(5), we have
The metric Skew above reflects the exact load imbalance in a cluster, but we cannot know o i when scheduling Map tasks. Consequently, we assume output sizes of different Map tasks are roughly the same and use the number of transfers on different links to denote the load imbalance. Then we have
For rack d j , it contains l j Map tasks, which would transfer the intermediate data to a number of n − h j Reduce tasks outside it. Accordingly, data transferring on the uplink of rack d j is l j * (n − h j ). Meanwhile, h j Reduce tasks inside rack d j need to pull data from m − l j Map tasks outside it, which generates an amount of h j * (m − l j ) data to transfer on the downlink of rack d j . Fig. 4(a) , the splits of input data are distributed among all racks. To guarantee Map locality, the task scheduler commonly assigns Map tasks to nodes containing their splits while randomly assigns Reduce tasks to nodes. We can see that the transferring workloads of the most heavily loaded link is six, while that of the most lightly loaded link is one (we only consider the links in use). Thus, the cluster Skew is six (6/1). Considering the situation in Fig. 4(b) , if we select the Map task M 3 for duplicating and add an additional Map task M 3 in rack 2, we can reduce the amount of loads on the most heavily loaded link to four by shifting an amount of two to the link of rack 2. The cluster Skew after the duplication becomes four (4/1), achieving an improvement of 33.3%. By elaborately exploiting Map tasks for duplicating and making choices among the original Map tasks and the duplicated Map tasks, there is a large opportunity to balance the network loads among different cross-rack links.
In practice, Reduce tasks are often evenly spread over the cluster according to Round-Robin assignment [25] . Therefore the cluster Skew is dominated by the imbalance distribution of Map tasks. Thus, our objective is equivalent to balancing the number of Map tasks across racks.
Algorithm 1 presents the process of task duplication in detail. Given an initial distribution of Map tasks, we first sort the racks. Then we randomly choose a Map task in the most heavily loaded rack and build a replica for it in the most lightly loaded rack. Meanwhile, we decrease the number of Map tasks in the most heavily loaded rack by one while increase the number of Map tasks in the most lightly loaded rack by one. Then we re-sort the racks and repeat the above process until achieving a balanced load among racks. Shadow sets a threshold to limit the number of duplicated tasks and the threshold can be adjusted according to the system resources utilization and job execution performance.
However, by exploiting proper Map tasks for duplicating, we observe that some of the duplicated tasks may not optimize the job execution time because of the raised inter-rack communications generated by reading input data. To address the problem, Shadow makes a choice between the original Map task and its duplicated Map task according to a pre-estimated job execution time. We will discuss it in Section III.C.
C. Task Selection
As analyzed above, using outputs of the newly duplicated tasks during Shuffling can greatly improve the performance of Shuffling. However, the launched duplicated tasks may need to read their input data through cross-rack links in the Map phase (this may slow down the Map phase). To reduce the overall job execution time, the system needs to choose the proper set of duplicated tasks. Thus, the task selection phase of Shadow pre-estimates the time of Map and Shuffle phases of using different set of tasks. Based on the estimation, Shadow chooses the best set of tasks with minimum job execution time.
However, pre-estimating the job execution time is challenging because the space for task selection may be extremely large while the system knows little information about the tasks before the job is completed. To achieve an accurate and efficient pre-estimation of job execution time, we build a novel mathematical model. Since the time of Reduce phase is constant regardless of whichever tasks are chosen, we only estimate the time of Map and Shuffle phase. Table 1 summarizes the notations. D ij can be obtained when the task is launched and it reflects the cross-rack traffic added in the Map phase. The available bandwidth B iu and B i can be easily monitored in practice [3] . The notation R j quantifies the execution time of Map task j, excluding the time for the task to read input data from another rack. The notation S i reflects the cross-rack traffic in the Shuffle phase.
Algorithm 1 Shadow
1: Given: mapTasks -list with rack for each task 2: // Get number of map tasks in each rack 3: for task in mapTasks do 4: racksMapCount [task.rack] ++; 5: end for 6: // Duplicate tasks 7: do while (maxTask -minTask) > 1 and dupNum <= threshold 8: // Get most heavily loaded and most lightly loaded racks 9: maxTask ← 0; minTask ← +∞; 10: maxRackNum ← 1; minRackNum ← 1; 11: for rack in rackList do 12: if maxTask < racksMapCount [rack] then 13: maxTask ← racksMapCount [rack]; 14: maxRackNum ← rack; 15: end if 16: if minTask > racksMapCount [rack] then 17: minTask ← racksMapCount [rack]; 18: minRackNum ← rack; 19: end if 20: end for 21: // Duplicate a map task 22: duplicateTasks(maxRackNum, minRackNum); 23: racksMapCount [maxRackNum]−−; maxTask−−; 24: racksMapCount [minRackNum]++; minTask++; 25: dupNum++; 26: end while The amount of data a duplicated task j in rack i needs to retrieve from its original rack u R j
The runtime of task j S i
The amount of intermediate data that rack i needs to transfer out T The moment when all the original tasks finish T m
The time of Map phase T s
The time of Shuffle phase T t Total time of job execution
The duplicated Map tasks need to fetch all their input data through cross-rack links before execution. Hence, any duplicated task is supposed to finish later than its original task. The execution time of the Map phase is at least T no matter whichever tasks are chosen for Shuffling. Since the duplicated tasks process the same input splits as their original tasks, they should have similar task characteristics, e.g., task execution time and output sizes. We can obtain much useful information about the original tasks at T , such as their runtime and output sizes. This offers facilities for estimating job execution time since those characteristics of each duplicated Map task are known as well, which will be analyzed later. The time of the Map phase can be computed by Eq. (8),
If the result of Eq. (8) is larger than T , it means that the duplicated tasks which are going to finish after T are chosen. Otherwise, all the selected Map tasks finish before T .
For the Shuffle phase, output size of any Map task can be obtained once all the original tasks have finished (at T ). Since we also know the position relationships between Map tasks and racks, S i can be easily calculated no matter which task set are chosen for Shuffling. The Shuffling time depends on the most heavily loaded cross-rack link. Thus, the data transferring time in the Shuffle phase is computed by Eq.(9),
Therefore, the total time of the Map and Shuffle phase is,
We initialize a chosen task set with all original tasks. At time T , for every duplicated task that does not finish, Shadow estimates its effect on the job execution time. If the time is estimated as shorter than the currently chosen task set, Shadow adds it to the chosen task set and removes its original task.
IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
We implement the Shadow scheme on top of Hadoop and evaluate the performance by comparing with the Delay scheduling and KMN scheme proposed by Zaharia et al. [29] and Venkataraman et al. [25] . In this section, we introduce the experiment setup and workloads used in our experiments.
A. Cluster Setup
We evaluate the Shadow design on top of a nine-node cluster. We deploy the servers in the cluster into three racks, each containing three servers. Each server is configured with one octa-core Intel 2.40 GHz processor and 8 GB memory. We set the data block size of HDFS [2] to 128 MB, and the block replication factor to two.
We emulate the realistic bandwidth using the network tools tc and iptables in Linux operating system to shape the bandwidth from one rack to another. Previous research results show that 50 Mbps is the typical per-node bisection bandwidth [3, 12, 24] . Accordingly, in the experiments we limit the aggregation bandwidth across racks to 150 Mbps.
B. Workloads
To evaluate the effectiveness of the Shadow scheme, we use four most popular workloads in our experiments. Table 2 summarizes the details of the workloads data sets. TeraSort is the Hadoop benchmark application, which is widely used in evaluating the performance of the MapReduce platforms. The Facebook workloads originally execute on a 600-node cluster and contain one million jobs. We randomly choose a subset of scaled-down workloads to fit the size of our experimental cluster. To make our experiment more convincing, we use the same task inter-arrival times. The large-scale Facebook Traces [7] are quite representative for real-world workloads.
In the evaluation, we consider some primary metrics following existing work [3, 18, 25, 29] , including the job execution time, job makespan for Facebook Trace, and the cross-rack skewness, i.e., Skew of the cluster.
V. PERFORMANCE
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation of our Shadow design. Figure 5 compares the job execution time with the TeraSort workloads. For TeraSort-3G workloads, Shadow achieves 14.1% improvement. The improvement increases to 27.9% when the input data size increases to five GB. This is because the job with five GB input data contains more Map tasks than that with three GB data. The result reflects that more Map tasks often lead to more serious imbalance of network loads among different cross-rack links. Figure 6 depicts the job makespan with the job number changing from 50 to 80. In order to emulate the real commercial system, we use the same task inter-arrival times as the original ones. For the Facebook Trace-1 containing 50 jobs, Shadow achieves an improvement of 14.6%, while for the Facebook Trace-2 with 80 jobs, Shadow obtains an improvement of 14.1%. We further analyze the Facebook workloads and find that the scaled-down workloads contain a lot of small jobs whose Map tasks is less than four. These small jobs account for 50% of the total jobs. In the experiment platform, we set the HDFS [2] replication parameter to two. Thus it is with high probability for the tasks of a small job to be assigned within one rack. This will not incur cross-rack data transfer. Shadow focuses on optimizing cross-rack traffic and will not make duplications for those tasks.
A. Execution Time
We further examine thirty large jobs (the number of Map tasks is more than fifteen) to evaluate our design. The results in Fig. 7 show that Shadow can achieve 21% to 25.9% improvement. The result demonstrates that the Shadow design works better for large jobs with high cross-rack skewness. Figure 8 shows the number of original Map tasks, duplicated tasks, and chosen duplicated tasks in four experiments. For TeraSort-3G and TeraSort-5G, Shadow only creates four and five duplicated tasks, respectively. This is because the number of the original tasks is small. As for Facebook Traces, Shadow launches 34 and 50 duplicated tasks, respectively. In terms of chosen duplicated tasks, we only discard two additional tasks in the Facebook Traces and all other duplicated tasks are chosen. This shows that the duplicated task selection strategy of Shadow works quite well. Figure 9 plots the proportion of duplicated tasks in total tasks. It shows that the duplicated tasks only account for 6.7% to 10% of the original tasks. This reflects a very slight overhead of the Shadow design for duplication. Figure 10 depicts the ratio of selected duplicated tasks. Apparently, most of the duplicated tasks are chosen in different experiments. That is because Shuffling dominates the job execution time of MapReduce applications. Optimizing data transferring during Shuffling appears extremely important. The high selection ratio demonstrates the insight that a little sacrifice in Map locality can greatly accelerate the Shuffle phase. Thus the Shadow design effectively reduces the job execution time. Above all, Shadow can optimize the job execution time with very small amount of extra resources.
B. Number of Duplicated Tasks

C. Cross-rack Skewness
As shown by Venkataraman et al. [25] , the cross-rack skewness is often very high in a real MapReduce cluster, which directly restricts the Shuffle performance and results in a long job execution time. The Shadow scheme aims at effectively alleviating the unbalanced usage of cross-rack links in a cluster by duplicating Map tasks from the most heavily loaded racks to the rack with the lightest loads. Figure 11 shows the cross-rack skewness optimization in the TeraSort experiments with the Shadow strategy. It shows that with our Shadow scheme, the system can achieve 38% to 52% reduction of cross-rack skewness. Figure 12 compares the cross-rack skewness optimization between Shadow and KMN scheme [25] with TeraSort and Facebook workloads. Following the experiment setup of KMN [25] , we set the ratio of additional tasks to 15%. The results in Fig. 12 show that our Shadow scheme greatly alleviates the load imbalance by 30.7% compared to KMN. This is because KMN launches additional tasks on random locations while Shadow always puts the additional tasks on the lightest loaded rack. Some additional tasks launched on the heavily loaded rack by KMN may not be needed and thus will not optimize cross-rack skewness.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we show that optimizing the Map or Shuffle phase cannot achieve satisfactory performance improvement on a MapReduce platform. High Map locality leads to skewed distribution of Map tasks while balancing the Map distribution will result in low Map locality. We observe that the network is mainly saturated during Shuffling but relatively free in the Map phase as most Map tasks get data locality. We design and implement a novel task scheduler called Shadow on Hadoop. Shadow aims to trade-off between the Map locality and the Shuffling performance. By duplicating a small number of additional Map tasks from the heavily loaded racks to the lightly loaded ones, Shadow effectively balances the network loads among different cross-rack links. Experiment results show that Shadow greatly improves the overall performance of MapReduce compared to existing schemes.
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